1. **Put the following words in the correct gap:** flight, savage, pastries, invented, mince, costs the earth, flow, delicate

   a. This dress really __________________! I don’t think I can afford it!
   b. Tina is so __________________________. She is always so careful with her manners!
   c. This bakery is famous for its delicious ______________.
   d. Mary thinks she __________________________. something really weird. She’s so into experiments!!
   e. I always enjoy spaghetti with ______________,. It’s my favourite dish.
   f. A lot of rivers __________________________ within Greece.
   g. She has never experienced a __________________________. She is really afraid of planes!
   h. Even though Mike seems __________________________ at times, he is actually a very nice person, and always so kind.
Answers:

a. Costs the earth
b. Delicate
c. Pastries
d. Invented
e. Mince
f. Flow
g. Flight
h. Savage

Bye Bye !!